Early childhood wheezers: identifying asthma in later life
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Abstract: Wheeze in young children is common, and asthma is the most common non-communicable disease in children. Prevalence studies of recurrent asthma-like symptoms in children under the age of 5 years have reported that one third of children in the US and Europe are affected, and rates and severity appear to be higher in developing countries. Over the last few decades, significant research efforts have focused on identification of risk factors and predictors of wheeze and on tools to identify which children who wheeze will progress to develop asthma. We reviewed the phenotypes of childhood wheezing, genetic risk factors, environmental factors, testing/predictive indices, and primary prevention. While it is generally agreed that a complex interaction of environmental exposure and genetic susceptibility contributes to the development of asthma, limitations in predictive tools and tests restrict our ability to provide families with guidance as to whether their child with wheeze will ultimately develop asthma. Additional research is needed to clarify childhood wheeze phenotypes, to develop tools to determine which children will develop asthma, and to determine how and when to intervene. If these areas can be addressed, it would help reduce this large burden on children, families, and society.
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Introduction

The presence of wheezing suggests obstruction in the lower airways. The most frequent causes of wheezing in early childhood are bronchiolitis and asthma. While bronchiolitis is usually self-limited, it can sometimes recur. Recognizing which children have transient recurrent wheezing due to bronchiolitis or other causes, and which children will have disease that evolves into chronic asthma is an issue that caregivers and medical providers would like to be able to address. This information is essential to determine how children with recurrent wheezing are treated and to determine what to expect in the future.

Recurrent wheeze in early life is a significant cause of respiratory morbidity. Prevalence studies of children under 5 years of age with symptoms suggestive of asthma have reported that one third of children in the USA and Europe are affected, and rates and severity appear to be higher in developing countries. Asthma is the most frequent non-infectious disease in children. Approximately 235 million people worldwide are asthmatics, with an increasing prevalence in low to middle income countries. However, in the developing world, and to a lesser degree in the first world, wheezing and asthma in preschool children can be falsely diagnosed as pneumonia and undertreated, because definitions of these disorders overlap. Recurrent wheeze in young
children, either transient or due to asthma, can be severe and cause significant impairment in quality of life, with frequent use of health care systems and great expense.\textsuperscript{1,2}

Risk of recurrent wheeze, as well as established asthma, may be increased among those of lower socioeconomic status. In one study of 30,093 children aged 12–15 months, the mean prevalence of recurrent wheezing in Latin America was 21.4% and in Europe was 15.0%, suggesting a possible association with income.\textsuperscript{2} Another study of 23,065 US children reported that individual-level poverty was an independent predictor of asthma prevalence.\textsuperscript{4}

Wheeze is a symptom that is multifactorial, and in young children usually relates to bronchiolitis or an early presentation of asthma. Other less common conditions also associated with wheezing are congenital anatomical abnormalities, foreign body aspiration, other pulmonary disorders (eg, cystic fibrosis), and cardiac, immune, and gastrointestinal disorders, which need to be considered in cases with atypical presentation.\textsuperscript{1} Despite the high prevalence of early childhood wheeze, 60% of young wheezers improve and are symptom-free by the age of 6 years, and a majority of these children remain asymptomatic at the ages of 11 and 16 years.\textsuperscript{3} Determination of which children will continue to wheeze is important for providers who direct treatment, families who want to know what to expect, and public health planning.

What factors and exposures present during early life determine whether wheezing will be transient or lifelong asthma? Evidence derived from the Tucson’s Children Respiratory Study suggests that Th-2-like responses, characteristic of atopic asthma, are established very early in life.\textsuperscript{5} While these responses are established early, determination of transient early wheezing from an early presentation of asthma has important implications and is a challenging question to address (Figure 1).

Considerable investigation has been directed at the long-term prognosis of early childhood wheeze, risk factors for early wheeze developing into asthma, and tools to predict which children will develop asthma.\textsuperscript{6} However, despite the vast work in the area, the factors that influence the development of asthma following childhood recurrent wheeze remain complex and not well understood. In this review, we focus on seminal publications on the topic of early childhood wheeze and on recent publications to summarize the current evidence for the multiple factors that have been linked to childhood wheeze and persistence of childhood wheezing and the methods that may help predict which children with wheeze may develop chronic asthma.

Figure 1 Venn diagram demonstrating the complex interplay of wheeze, age, and allergy. Note: True asthma is in the intersection of the wheeze circles, and atopic asthma is at the intersection of the three.

Summary of the evidence

Phenotypes/variability

As noted previously, wheezing episodes are common in young infants, and clinicians are frequently faced with the uncertainty of knowing if infants with recurrent wheezing will develop asthma. The application of unbiased statistical approaches has led to the definition of several phenotypes of asthma and represents a major advance in the last few years.\textsuperscript{7} Currently, the most frequently used clinical asthma classification system is the one adapted from the 2007 National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Asthma Expert Panel Report 3. The system classifies asthma according to the frequency of symptoms, impairment, and risk. However, most clinicians recognize limitations in the current classification system because it attempts to provide a single system to address the different asthma phenotypes and asthma subtypes. These guidelines recognize that treatment cannot be the same for all asthma phenotypes but should be based on the pathophysiology of each group.

Aiming to identify unique phenotypes of pediatric asthma, some studies have concentrated on clustering of childhood asthma phenotypes. Fitzpatrick et al described four pediatric asthma clusters or phenotypes distinct from the adult clusters: cluster 1, ie, late onset (mean age, 73 months) symptomatic asthma with normal lung function (late-onset-normal lung); cluster 2, ie, early onset (mean age, 30 months) atopic asthma with normal lung function (early-onset-normal lung); cluster 3, ie, earliest onset (mean age, 14 months) atopic asthma with mild airflow limitation and greater
comorbidity (early-onset/comorbidity); and cluster 4, ie, early onset (mean age, 17 months) atopic asthma, advanced airflow limitation, and greatest medication use (early-onset/severe lung). Another study, performed by Chang et al, was also able to replicate these four pediatric clusters. Both studies were able to identify pediatric asthma clusters that were different to those found in adults, but were not able to provide different treatment recommendations.

In another prospective study of children with a family history of asthma, investigators showed a significant relationship between an elevated level of total immunoglobulin (Ig) E at the age of 6 months and a future diagnosis of asthma at the ages of 6 and 8 years.

One of the most widely cited classification systems for childhood wheeze comes from the prospective Tucson Children's Respiratory Study. Childhood wheeze patterns were grouped into categories of never wheeze, transient wheeze, persistent wheeze, and late onset wheeze, depending on the presence or absence of wheeze before the age of 3 years and through to age 6 years. Atopy was also part of the classification of wheeze. Differentiation of children with transient wheeze from those with persistent and late-onset wheeze is of key clinical importance, but currently remains mostly an aspiration.

The Dutch birth cohort in Prevention and Incidence of Asthma and Mite Allergy (PIAMA) and the birth cohort in Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC) also identified phenotypes of child wheezing, some of which persisted into later childhood and a diagnosis of asthma. PIAMA presented five categories of child wheeze, including never/infrequent, transient early, intermediate-onset, late-onset, and persistent. The intermediate-onset, late-onset, and persistent categories were most strongly associated with doctor-diagnosed asthma at the age of 8 years. These categories were similar in ALSPAC and identified an additional phenotype beyond the Tucson Children’s Respiratory Study, ie, the intermediate-onset phenotype. Additional work is needed to identify the unique phenotypes of childhood wheeze and which ones predict the development of asthma.

Genetic factors
As the previous section noted, asthma consists of many complex phenotypes, so identifying a singular genetic cause of asthma is unlikely. Moreover, identifying a single environmental cause is equally unlikely. Multiple studies have suggested that asthma is multifactorial and occurs by the interaction of genetic and environmental factors that lead to the typical features of asthma.

Genetic studies of asthma have revealed that there is some heritability to the phenotypes, and there has been some limitation to genetic studies because of the lack of standardized asthma phenotypes. Despite this limitation, a large number of candidate gene studies have identified many genes associated with immune function that are potentially involved in the pathogenesis of asthma. Nevertheless, many studies have failed to be replicated, leaving in question the true impact of the implicated biological pathways.

Yang et al reported on a birth cohort study designed to investigate the genetic and environmental risk factors for early childhood wheezing. Throughout the observation period, a significant percentage of the infants (22%) had at least one wheezing episode and 6.6% had recurrent wheezing, with more than three episodes in a period of 18 months. Cord blood immunoglobulin E level, male sex, second-hand cigarette smoke exposure, and parental history of atopy were reported as predictive risk factors for recurrent wheezing. The investigators concluded that recurrent wheezing was associated with the Clara cell protein CC10 G+38A polymorphism and lower CC10 levels, but was not associated with infant atopy.

Investigators have evaluated other genetic markers in the inflammatory pathways in a search for markers that can help to identify the risk of developing persistent asthma. Several single nucleotide polymorphisms in the IL33-IL1RL1 pathway have been evaluated in birth cohorts, and have been associated with intermediate-onset wheeze, late-onset wheeze, and persistent wheeze.

Another study, performed in Egyptian children, evaluated a single nucleotide polymorphism in tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), a major proinflammatory cytokine. The investigators reported a higher frequency of TNF-α 308 G/A in asthmatic children (60%) and wheezy infants (68%) when compared with the control group (30%). This study suggested that a variation in TNF-α 308 is a potential genetic factor contributing to the development of wheezing and childhood asthma.

Multiple genome-wide association studies have also demonstrated difficulties in replicating findings across the phenotypes of childhood asthma. One genome wide association study found a new locus in chromosome 17q12–q21, that involves the genes ORMLD3, GSDMB, and ZPB2, associated with asthma. The most commonly reported variant is in the 17q21 locus, representing the GSDMB and ORMLD3 genes.

Multiple genome wide association studies have been performed in other populations. A genome wide association
Another genome wide association study looked for genetic variants in Latino populations, and reported a significant association in locus 6p21, which they report as replicable in other analyses involving Latino populations. They also found the previously identified association on locus 17q21. Despite replication of a few genetic loci, these prominent variants account for only a relatively small proportion of asthma heritability.

Environmental factors and exposures

Environmental factors are thought to have a role in causing asthma exacerbations and may have a role in the development of asthma. Climate change, for example, may be playing a role in the timing and load of exposure to aeroallergens. It is also possible that factors that cause asthma exacerbations are linked to the development of lifelong asthma.

Extensive evidence has accumulated over several decades to support that air pollution and other factors can exacerbate lung disease, but a relationship with the development of asthma is not well established. The hygiene hypothesis proposes a mechanism by which fewer infections in early life and lower exposure to microbes may modify the immune system, shifting towards a Th2-biased allergic response in early life. Altered exposures to microbial flora (causing changes in the intestinal microbiome) have also been suggested to be associated with the increasing prevalence of asthma and other allergic conditions. This concept is supported by observations that the risk of asthma is reduced among children living on farms, suggesting that greater exposure to microbial contaminants in early childhood may be protective against asthma.

Exposures to tobacco smoke, crowding, pets, and pests, among others, have been linked to asthma. Mice, mold, dust mites, pets, cockroaches, and cigarette smoke are all considered important indoor allergens and irritants, and as such have been linked to asthma exacerbations. The level and interactions between these exposures, and relationships with other factors, such as the genetic background of the individual and age at exposure, may explain, at least in part, the increase in the worldwide incidence of wheezing conditions and, possibly, the development of lifelong asthma.

Air pollution

Short-term exposure to air pollution is well documented to cause exacerbations of asthma, decreased lung function, and increased admissions for respiratory symptoms. Air pollution is increasing with population growth. Traffic-related pollution is an increasing problem and may be a major contributor to asthma flares. In the USA, approximately 4% of the population lives within close distance of a major highway, causing increased exposure to traffic-related pollution with an elevated risk for adverse respiratory outcomes. In a recent study reporting episodes of asthma symptoms and use of after hours health services during two periods of poor air quality in England in early 2014, there was a statistically significant rise in a range of acute respiratory conditions (difficulty breathing, wheeze, asthma). During those periods, local emissions, combined with atmospheric transport of dust from the Sahara and emissions from continental Europe, in conjunction with anticyclonic weather conditions, led to several days with high to very high levels of particulate air pollution across most of the UK.

Another environmental exposure, ie, wild fire smoke, is increasing. Exposure to wild fire smoke has been linked to flares of asthma. In a recent review of 61 studies on the impact of exposure to wild fire smoke, the majority found that wild fire smoke was linked to an elevated risk of respiratory conditions. Children, the elderly, and those with underlying chronic diseases appeared to be more susceptible to these exposures. In fact, the risk of respiratory-related hospital visits associated with wild fire smoke was higher for children younger than 5 years compared with other age groups.

Many cities in the developing world are undergoing rapid population growth accompanied by increased outdoor air pollution, and there is broad consensus that climate change is increasing environmental exposures and the threat of forest fires. With these increases, the global burden of new-onset asthma and asthma symptoms is likely to increase.

Tobacco exposure

Tobacco smoke is a significant indoor air pollutant and can interact with other air pollutants to elicit poor respiratory outcomes during childhood. There is evidence that smoking during pregnancy increases the risk of childhood asthma. Intrauterine exposure can occur either by the mother’s smoking, or by the mother’s exposure to tobacco smoke.
during pregnancy. Tobacco byproducts are then transferred across the placenta to the fetus.24

A cohort study of 499 children of atopic parents in Boston reported that maternal smoking during pregnancy was linked to an increased risk of asthma symptoms in the first year of life.34 In a Finnish birth cohort of almost 60,000 children, the risk of having asthma at age 7 years increased in a dose-dependent manner among mothers with higher smoking rates during pregnancy (odds ratio 1.25, 95% confidence interval 1.09–1.44 for <10 cigarettes/day and odds ratio 1.36, 95% confidence interval 1.14–1.63 for >10 cigarettes/day).35

There are also animal data to suggest that epigenetic changes due to prenatal smoke exposure might be inherited by second-generation offspring, with potential consequences for an asthma-related phenotype.36 Human data are limited, but a recent mother and child cohort study in Norway reported that the grandmother’s smoking when pregnant with the mother increased the risk of asthma in the grandchild, independent of the mother’s smoking status.36

**Exposure to pets/pests/indoor mold**

Results from studies of pet sensitization, atopy, and asthma are complex, and suggest different effects that depend on age at exposure, degree of exposure, and sensitization status. The most common cat and dog allergens are Fel d 1 and Can f 1, and are found in skin, hair follicles, and saliva.27 Some studies report that pet exposure may be protective against atopy and the development of asthma, while others suggest the opposite.37–40

Mouse allergen is common in homes and schools in inner cities. Concentrations in these homes are high, and children living in inner city homes are frequently sensitized.27 However, a study in Baltimore showed significant indoor mouse allergen exposure in suburban homes as well, and exposure was linked to sensitization.41

Children in the northeastern USA with greater levels of mouse allergen exposure in inner city schools have been found to have more asthma-related missed school days.27 Exposure to mouse allergen has been also linked to the presence of wheeze in the first 12 months of life and later.27,42,43

Cockroach exposure is considered to be a significant factor related to the high prevalence of asthma in inner city children.44 Exposure to cockroach allergens was reported to correlate with the development and severity of asthma in sensitized children.44

Dust mite exposure is more frequent in crowded and humid indoor environments, and average humidity levels >50% have been shown to be more likely to have elevated dust mite allergen levels.45 The main allergens related to the house dust mite species *Dermatophagoides farinae* and *Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus* are found in mite feces. It appears that there is a dose-response relationship between dust mite exposure and sensitization.27 Dust mite allergen sensitization in asthmatics is related to increased symptoms with more health care utilization, including increased rescue medication use, unscheduled outpatient visits, and hospitalizations for respiratory flares.46 The risk of having a diagnosis of asthma has also been shown to increase in young children with early exposure to high levels of dust mite allergen (≥10 µg/g).47

Mold exposure in the home is frequently linked to exacerbations of asthma. The Pollution and the Young study obtained data on exposure and health parameters in 57,161 children aged 6–12 years in 12 countries.48 Indoor mold exposure was clearly associated with respiratory symptoms (wheeze, nocturnal cough, sensitivity to inhaled allergens, and allergic rhinitis) in children across different countries. However, these results were based on self-reported questionnaires, limiting their accuracy. Improved methods to detect fungi in the indoor environment are available; however, they are not widely used, and additional work is needed to study the role of fungi exposure on children’s health.48 It is likely that fungi exposure causes health problems in humid environments, but the evidence has not been clearly established.48

The concentration of bacterial endotoxins (lipopolysaccharides found in the outer membranes of Gram-negative bacteria) in house dust correlates with the presence of pets in the house, in particular that of dogs.27 Some authors, however, have found no correlation between the presence of cats and dogs in the home and the level of endotoxins, and found increased levels in cold weather, with cockroaches in the home, with crowding, with frequent use of floor cloths, and with infrequent vacuuming.27 Indoor endotoxins seem to increase the risk for respiratory symptoms in early childhood and may be related to the severity of these symptoms in children with allergic asthma.49,50

**Crowding**

People in industrialized countries spend nearly 90% of their time indoors, and two thirds of this time is spent at home. Infants may spend 20 hours per day in their homes.31 This indoor time increases exposure to indoor contaminants as well as exposure to other people. Crowding may increase the
levels of exposure to indoor pollutants, so may be associated with an increased risk of developing asthma and increased severity of asthma.\textsuperscript{31}

**Daycare attendance**

Studies examining the effect of daycare attendance on the development of asthma have demonstrated inconsistent results. A recent publication on the presence of an asthma diagnosis at age 7 years in 589 children in Cincinnati reported that having attended daycare can increase or decrease the risk of having asthma, depending on the duration of attendance during the first 12 months of life.\textsuperscript{52} Specifically, cumulative hours of daycare at 12 months was associated with 1.2 times the odds of asthma; however, more than 37.5 hours per week of daycare attendance was associated with lower odds of asthma (odds ratio 0.6, 95\% confidence interval 0.4–0.9).\textsuperscript{52} In general, however, studies on this topic have frequently been based on parental recollection of the presence of respiratory infections during attendance at daycare in early life, so are subject to recall and reporting biases.

**Respiratory infections**

Viral infections during infancy are common and frequently present prior to the development of asthma. Despite significant research efforts to identify the role of specific viral infections in the development of asthma, it remains unclear if specific viral infections during early childhood can lead to having asthma later in life.

In a prospective study of 259 children from birth to 6 years of age, investigators attempted to identify a relationship between early childhood asthma development and viral infections.\textsuperscript{53} A viral pathogen was found in 90\% of patients presenting with a wheezing episode. The study reported an increased risk of developing asthma at age 6 years in those patients who had wheezing triggered by respiratory syncytial virus infection, rhinovirus infection, or both. Rhinovirus infection-related wheezing during the first year of life was associated with an increased risk of asthma at age 6 years. Nearly 90\% of the children who had wheezing episodes with rhinovirus infection at 3 years of age had clinical asthma at the age of 6 years. The results from this study lead to the conclusion that infant wheezing with rhinovirus infection is a significant predictor for later development of clinical asthma.\textsuperscript{53}

Another study evaluated 630 infants who presented with upper respiratory tract infection or bronchiolitis. This study showed that human rhinovirus infection frequently triggered bronchiolitis and upper respiratory illnesses in previously healthy infants and frequently was the cause of hospitalization or sick outpatient visits. The study described a higher severity in illness in children whose mothers had a history of atopy.\textsuperscript{54}

In a community-based cohort study of 198 children at risk of atopy, followed from birth to the age 5 of years, aspirates for viral identification were collected during respiratory illnesses. Rhinovirus infection (48.3\%) was the predominant virus observed, followed by respiratory syncytial virus (10.9\%). At the end of the study, 28.3\% of the children had current wheeze, and there was an association between lower respiratory infection, particularly rhinovirus infection, and persistent wheeze. The association was present in those children with early sensitization and not in those without a history of atopy. The results of this study led to the conclusion that development of asthma is multifactorial and that viral infections early in life likely play a role in the development of asthma.\textsuperscript{55}

Evidence has shown that double-stranded RNA from respiratory viruses cause significant airway hyperresponsiveness and pulmonary inflammation in a mouse model.\textsuperscript{56} There is evidence showing increased secretion of a Th2 cytokine from the respiratory epithelium in response to respiratory virus infection, ie, thymic stromal lymphopoetin.\textsuperscript{57}

Another pathogen that has been related to the pathophysiology of asthma is Chlamydia pneumonia. In a study by Zaitu et al, infection with Chlamydia pneumonia was identified by looking at the serum of infants presenting with wheezing. The children were followed for 1 year to determine if asthma could be associated with this type of infection. The investigators reported that infants with Chlamydia pneumonia and wheezing progressed to asthma more frequently than those who were not infected, and concluded that Chlamydia infection during infancy can be involved in the later development of asthma.\textsuperscript{58}

**Breastfeeding**

Breastfeeding is almost universally recommended and has been proposed as a way to prevent atopic disease. However, a recent large study, ie, the Promotion of Breastfeeding Intervention Trial, found no reduction in risk of asthma or other atopic diseases at the age of 6 and a half years in breastfed children.\textsuperscript{59} The results of other publications are mixed, however, and another recent study examining the association between breastfeeding and the risk of having asthma symptoms at age 3 and a half years in children whose mothers self-identified as Latinas in Los Angeles, reported a 49\% reduction in risk for children breastfed exclusively for
the first 12 weeks of their lives. The results of the effects of breastfeeding on the risk of developing asthma and allergies in children are equivocal, partly due to many of the studies being observational only. However, it is clear that lack of breastfeeding is associated with a 15-fold increased risk of pneumonia in children. It is possible that reductions in childhood infectious respiratory diseases through infant breastfeeding will impact the long-term incidence of childhood asthma.

Early exposure to allergenic foods

Another topic of importance in the development of childhood atopic diseases, including asthma, is dietary exposures in early life. One study that analyzed data from 2,073 children reported that if the introduction of solid food is delayed beyond 4–6 months, it did not decrease atopy at the age of 6 years, and did not decrease the prevalence of asthma or sensitization against foods in that age group. Findings related to eczema were equivocal, and eczema appeared to be more frequent in those children with a more diverse diet during the first 4 months of life.

Data for the same cohort focused on children with parental allergy, and demonstrated no protective effect of delayed food exposure on atopic outcomes. The only outcome that demonstrated some protection from delayed exposure was food allergen sensitization. Food allergen sensitization was 3.2 times more frequent (95% confidence interval 1.5–6.9) when food was introduced at 4–6 months and 2.5 times more frequent when food introduction was delayed beyond 6 months (95% confidence interval 1.03–6.30). This was one of the longest prospective cohorts at the time, following children to 6 years of age, and because of the design was less susceptible to recall bias. The reported results are in line with an American Academy of Pediatrics clinical report published in 2008, which also concluded that delayed introduction of foods beyond 4–6 months did not protect against atopic diseases, including the introduction of very allergenic foods, such as fish, eggs, and peanuts.

Testing/biomarkers/predictive screens

One of the existing limitations in studying and diagnosing asthma in young children is that the pathological hallmarks of asthma, ie, airflow limitation and chronic airway inflammation, are difficult to measure objectively in young children. Many studies have tried to find a tool to predict asthma in early childhood wheezers, but this goal remains elusive.

In a study by Castro Rodriguez et al, an attempt was made to create a tool, ie, the asthma predictive index, to help in identifying the likelihood of later development of asthma in children with wheezing early in childhood. The factors included in the strict version of the index require at least three episodes of wheezing per year during the first 3 years of age, and one major criterion (doctor-diagnosed eczema or parental asthma) or two minor criteria (doctor-diagnosed allergic rhinitis, wheezing without colds, or ≥4% peripheral blood eosinophils). If a child has a positive index, they have a 77% likelihood of asthma at 6–8 years of age and a 50% likelihood of asthma at 11–13 years of age. If a child has a negative index, they only have a 10% likelihood of asthma at 6–8 years and a 15% likelihood of asthma at 11–13 years. Despite its limitations, many physicians currently use the asthma predictive index as a tool for early prediction of asthma in young children and to provide more information for parents about the likelihood of their child having asthma in the future.

Investigators have also explored airway inflammatory markers as measured in exhaled breath condensates. Measurement of airway inflammatory markers in preschoolers with a history of persistent wheezing showed elevated airway inflammation markers, ie, IL-2, IL-4, IL-8, IL-10, and soluble intercellular adhesion molecules when compared with children without wheezing. However, measurement of exhaled breath condensate is difficult and time-consuming among young children.

The fraction of exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) has been proposed as a marker of eosinophilic-predominant inflammation in the airways. Several studies have reported higher levels of FeNO in preschoolers with recurrent wheezing and atopy when compared with other preschoolers who have wheezing without atopy. However, FeNO is not an easy test to perform in young children, and is likely to be more beneficial for use in subsets of asthma.

A prospective study compared the predictive values of single-breath FeNO, tidal breathing mixed FeNO, clinical response to bronchodilators, and the asthma predictive index devised by Castro Rodriguez et al in infants and toddlers with a history of recurrent wheezing over 3 years. The study results demonstrated that more than 30 parts per billion in a single-breath FeNO could predict persistence of wheezing at age 3 years with a sensitivity of 77% and a specificity of 94%. The single-breath FeNO measure had better sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values for the prediction of a later diagnosis of asthma when compared with tidal FeNO, clinical response to bronchodilator, and the asthma predictive index.

A new index to help identify future risk of wheezing in infants with a first episode of wheezing has been proposed.
by Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{74} Infants aged 2 months through to 20 months were followed after their first episode of wheezing for 2 years. Their personal and family history of atopic diseases was recorded. Wheezing severity was evaluated using the Preschool Respiratory Assessment Measure. Sputum samples were collected from patients, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and studied by optical microscopy. The number of shed exfoliated airway epithelial cells was counted. The predictive value of exfoliated airway epithelial cells counted, family or personal history of atopic disease, and severity of wheezing for subsequent development of wheezing were analyzed. A sensitivity of 95.1\%, a specificity of 74.2\%, a positive predictive value of 58.6\%, and a negative predictive value of 93.6\% for prediction of wheezing was demonstrated for an index combining a wheezing severity score of 9,495 sputum exfoliated airway epithelial cells and a family or personal history of atopic disease.\textsuperscript{74}

In a retrospective study designed to establish predictive factors for persistence of asthma during adolescence in a population of recurrent wheezing infants, 227 infants younger than 36 months of age who had a history of at least three doctor-diagnosed wheezing episodes were evaluated. At 13 years, active asthma was assessed by questionnaire. The results indicated that risk factors for asthma persisting into adolescence were: allergic sensitization to multiple airborne allergens, initial atopic dermatitis, severe recurrent wheezing, and hyper eosinophilia $>470/\text{mm}^3$. The conclusion of the study was that atopy is a major risk factor for persistence of asthma.\textsuperscript{75}

**Prevention**

Investigators have conducted interventional and observational studies to explore the potential of reducing the odds of development of asthma among children at higher risk. Interventions have included breastfeeding, probiotics, and reduction of exposure.\textsuperscript{74,76,77} None of these interventions were effective in preventing the development of asthma among children with wheeze or at risk for wheeze.

**Discussion**

Childhood wheeze is common and is the cause of a large burden for the affected child, their family, and society at large. Clinicians are in need of simple-to-use, well-validated tools to determine which children who wheeze will progress to develop asthma. Over the last few decades, progress has been made in determining risk factors for the development of wheeze and asthma; however, efforts are hampered by the multiple phenotypes of asthma and the complexity of the disease.

Investigators have attempted to identify clusters or phenotypes of childhood wheeze. Unfortunately, there is no simple consensus classification system for children with wheeze that would enhance research efforts. The most widely used classification system for childhood asthma is that proposed by the National Institutes of Health asthma management guidelines, but this system applies to children with asthma not infant wheeze. While many investigators endorse the classification originating from the Tucson Children’s Respiratory Study, it is not universally established as the system for classification of wheeze in children, and cannot be used until the wheeze pattern has been established at around the age of 6 years. A system for early classification of early childhood wheezers might help inform research of treatment options for different phenotypes.

There are no genetic tests to identify which children who wheeze will develop asthma, and many of the genetic studies have not been replicated. Moreover, genetics only explain a small portion of the risk for development of asthma.

Many environmental factors contribute to the development of asthma. No single exposure has been associated with an increase in prevalence of asthma, so it is likely that the changes in asthma prevalence are likely related to a combination of environmental exposures and genetic susceptibility (Figure 2).

Clinicians are also hampered by a paucity of objective testing options that can be used to predict which children with wheeze will develop asthma. Current predictive indices often can only be applied after many wheezing episodes, were developed solely based on expert opinion, or are of limited clinical applicability. Other objective tools involve maneuvers that are difficult for young children to perform or are of limited predictive value beyond specific individual asthma phenotypes.

![Figure 2 Complex etiology of recurrent wheezing and asthma.](image-url)
Another challenge in the field is that early intervention studies among children who wheeze have demonstrated limited influence on the course of the disease or development of asthma. If efforts to intervene early in pathogenesis are of limited value, families may have less motivation to seek early treatment beyond acute episodes.

Conclusion
Childhood wheeze is common and a substantial burden. Tools to identify children who will develop asthma are limited, and early intervention options have not proven efficacious. Additional research is needed to clarify childhood wheeze phenotypes, to develop tools that can determine which children will develop asthma, and to determine how and when to intervene. If these areas can be addressed, it would help reduce this large burden on children, families, and society.
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